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by Maclog
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Across
1 Old man takes
assistant often
back for fruit (6)

7

8

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
24

23
25

26
27

28

13 Low flying
airplane to haul
catholic to service
on time (10)

24 Doing minor
alteration in
restaurant (6-4)

6

14

12 Authentic
sounding rock and
roll (4)

21 Bill has odd bulge
and is sickly (6)

5

11

12

11 Cats for example
calm us when
upset with one (7)

20 Creator designed
energy producer
(7)

4

10

10 Computer image
from uninhabited
street is going
back to mainly
weeds yearly
growing (7)

16 Layer cake
returning in
quantity (7)

3
9

4 Soldier tales told
to petrify (8)

15 Agreement to take
safety first in
concert (6)

2

29

30

30 Task former
monarch couldn't
start is finally
done (8)
31 Vulgar drunk
admits name and
is sacked (6)
Down
1 Truce broken after
prisoner of war
gets reduced
authority (5,3)

31

6 Incorporated a
Scots idea
modified (10)

19 Green fee we had
noticed is
announced (4-4)

7 Perennial disgust
expressed by one
(5)

22 Stay back! First
let everyone get
something to eat
(6)

8 Brilliant displays
in ruined castle
(6)
9 Shiny metal base
(5)
14 Trick money state
creates initially
circulates around
the same spot (10)

26 Roger's nothing to
chat about (4)

2 Direction to go by
Ireland first for
flier (9)

28 Material for book
involves two
males touching (7)

3 Twists and was
shaken by
unknown (4)

17 Anonymous
number outside to
exist inside is not
revealed (9)

29 Only two
suppliers properly
holding over parts
ordered basically
(7)

5 Member supports
constituents in
comfortable seat
(8)

18 Fish belonging to
us held by good
friends in France
(8)

23 Why do garbled
introduction? (5)
25 Ornamental layer
discovered in a
creature (5)
27 Source of drug
firm can access
initially (4)

